iPoet
With brush and etching needle, Alfred
Hutty has mirrored in permanent form
the beauty and charm of South Carolina
OUTH CAROLINA'* old world
charm and picturesque antiquity
are being salvaged and preserved for
posterity in the etchings, dry points
and water colors of Alfred Hutty of
Charleston.
Little could be added to the an
critics' acclaim of this distinguished,
internationally-known artist
who
has been described as "a poet of line
and color" and "a master pa interetcher" except perhaps a small
footnote on the fact that he has
completed over 300 pictures of
Charleston and the low country.
The staff of the Fort Sumter hotel,
where Hutty's paintings and etchings
are on permanent exhibit, still chuckle
over the Northern visitor who felt
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His etchings of South Caroltniana
Charleston. "Since I had no precon
ceived idea of Charleston," he recalls, have earned him a dozen gold medals
"having seen no pictures of it at any at exhibitions here and abroad. "Deep
time and knowing little, if anything, South," his prize-winning etching de
of Us history or traditions, it was with picting a Negro man and woman as
open vision that I first beheld its they walk home through a setting of
quaintness and beauty and tasted the ancient moss-hung oaks, was included
full charm of its old world flavor." ' in "American Prize Prints of the
Twentieth Century," a new book just
He soon discovered that this old! published by the Society of American
city by the sea still breathes of that I Artists and edited by Albert Reese.
time when English cavaliers first':
dreamed their dreams of opulence and ; BUT all this has had little effect on
Here he found the old-world j mild-mannered, soft-spoken Alfred
poignantly about Hutty's print of a leisure.
ideals which included sanctity and Hutty, whose neatly-trimmed mous
Southern live oak with a weird old glory of the church wrought
out in tache and unruly shock of white hair
trunk and gnarled branches garlanded the
simple grandeur of old St. Mi make him look more like a Judge
with festoons of moss and climbers, chael's and the sanctity and privacy
of Hardy of the movies than an artist
Turning to the desk clerk he in the home with
high-walled
gardens
type. At 71, he still continues to work
quired, "How do you Southerners ever surrounding each old mansion,
yet
manage to hang the moss on the oak each with wide, exquisitely-designed hard contributing much to American
Graphic Art and recording on canvas
trees so evenly?"
gates offering
I ---"
--« -a hospitable
I -- -reception
r»«-» and copper plate the charm and beauWhether this incident occured the I to all who desired to partake of the
way it U related isn't so important as I bountiful hospitality to be found be- ty of South Carolina.
"I find South Carolina an ideal place
the fact that it illustrates how Hutty's ] hind them.
for an artist to work. After 30 years
drawings give Northerners an idea of
the beauty of the Southern landscape. ? TO Hutty, an artist with an eye In the Palmetto state I still find some
for line and a feeling for form, this thing new to paint whenever I walk
ALFRED HUTTY was born in a architecture cried aloud for transfer outside my studio door," he tells you.
Michigan lumbering village in 1879. ence to plates with the etching needle. "I am at a loss to understand why
He showed an early aptitude for art Thus it was that Painter Alfred Hut more artists don't come here to paint.
and won a scholarship to art school at ty, then in his early forties, com I sincerely believe there is a great
the age of 15. However, economic menced to etch. "Because I felt that deal of talent in all of the arts in
pressure soon forced him to utilize" line alone could properly render the South Carolina and that with proper
his gifts in a practical way and he beauty of the quaint old houses, the instruction and observation, the stu
took a Job as a designer In a stained charming old gateways, doorways and dents of art in this state can prove to
glass factory. While there he attend vistas, cobled streets and architecture the world their ability in painting as
it has already been proved in the
ed an exhibition of paintings by a of an earlier epoch."
visiting artist whose color impressed
Hutty is the recipient of many hon field of literature. That this will be
him so forcibly that he decided to ors. He received the signal honor of increasingly evident in the near lu*
study painting. Hutty learned of the being the first American to be elected ture I am certain."
newly-founded school of painting at to the British Society of Graphic Arts.
Hutty's interest in art here dates
Woodstock, New York, and made up He is a member of a score of art clubs back to the time shortly after his ar
his mind to go there.
and Is represented in permanent col rival in the state in 1930 when a
In New York he formed an associa lections of the Chicago Art Institute;
tion with the Tiffany Studios which Detroit Institute of Art; Library of chance meeting with the Charleston
occupied but a portion of his time, Congress; Cleveland Museum of Art; superintendent of school resulted in]
thus allowing him to develop his ca New York Public library; Los An the establishment of the first art
reer as a painter. When the first geles museum; Municipal gallery, courses ever to be taught In CharlesWorld War came along tie served as Phoenix, Arizona; Governor's Man- ton city schools.
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Remarked an art teacher in out
of the Charleston city schools re
cently: 'The beauty of rustic Massa
chusetts was sung by its Whittier,
Old California its Joaquim Miller, the
melodramatic Mississippi its Mark
Twain and the beauty of South Caro
lina by Alfred Hutty whose versatility
in media using with equal facility
the palette in oil, water color, pencil
and pastel, and the needle in etching
on copper plate has faithfully re
corded with deep understanding the
tradition and atmosphere of our
state."
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